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The following presentation is a brief description about 

Indire’s history and his documentary asset. 

Indire is the oldest research institute of Italian Ministry 

of Education, University and Research.

The Institute documentary heritage, over time 

reorganized and lately trough the web divulgated, will 

be described in this context.





Indire was founded in 1925 in Florence, during the 

occasion of ‘The National Educational Exhibition’. When

two professors of educational theory, Giuseppe 

Lombardo Radice and Giovanni Calò, decided to create 

an exibition about the status of the Italian school

system.



Giuseppe Lombardo radice, in a photo of 1912



During the event were displayed: notebooks, children’s

sketches, report cards, teachers’ commentaries, school

textbooks, teaching implements, … and pictures about

school activities.

The objects had been collected from everywhere in Italy.











http://www.indire.it/museo-virtuale/mostra-lombardo-radice/
http://www.indire.it/museo-virtuale/mostra-lombardo-radice/


When the event ended, the collected articles remained 

in the custody of the University of Florence until 1941; 

when the collection was transferred in this Palace 

(Palazzo Gerini), and had been renamed ‘Museo

Nazionale della scuola’.



The renaissance Palazzo Gerini was redesigned by 

notorious Italian architect, Giovanni Michelucci, who 

conceived again the entire architecture with attention 

to detail of every room in the palace that could be 

represent some phase of the Italian school system’s 

history.



Filmato Istituto Luce 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e84nlBsnx8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e84nlBsnx8o


http://www.indire.it/museonazionaledellascuola/
http://www.indire.it/museonazionaledellascuola/


‘Virtual museum’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATNsB5kTTE8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATNsB5kTTE8


In 1943 the Museum was renamed the ‘Centro

Didattico Nazionale’ (CDN).

And the florentine institute played an important role:

it coordinated 10 ‘Centri didattici’ situated in all Italian

territory.



In 1952 the CDN assumed the designation ‘Centro 

Didattico Nazionale di Studi e Documentazione’ 

(CDNSD) and worked for a scholastic renovation as

Italy began to rebuild after the devastating effects of 

World War.



‘Basta con la Guerra!’ (Enought of war!), by Sergio de Nobili, student, during
the 1960-61 scholastic year in Class III of the Elementary School, Mirabello
Monte (Alessandria).



This work is titled ‘Gli uomini nello spazio’ (Men in Space), by Carlo Rainero,
student, during the 1960-61 scholastic year in Class II of the Elementary
School G. Carducci, Genova.



http://www.bdp.it/dia/
http://www.bdp.it/dia/




http://www.indire.it/museo-virtuale/mostra-alluvione/
http://www.indire.it/museo-virtuale/mostra-alluvione/


In 1974 Italian decree, n. 419, made the dissolution of 

the didactic center and sanctioned its transformation

into Biblioteca di Documentazione Pedagogica (BDP).

In 1999 the BDP became Indire (Istituto Nazionale di 

Documentazione Innovazione e Ricerca Educativa).



http://www.indire.it/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/fondi_archivistici_indire.html
http://www.indire.it/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/fondi_archivistici_indire.html


- 7 archives of world education’s personalities

Giuseppe Lombardo Radice, Ottavio Gigli, Arturo 

Linacher, Giuseppe Fanciulli, Francesco Bettini, Luigi 

Bertelli, Gianni Cavalcoli

- 3 familiar archives

Sacchi-Simonetta, Neppi Modona Viterbo, Gizdulich

Farina Grumelli



- 3 sections of 

educational materials

a) Scholastic materials

are visible in Indire website and 

catalogated in Data Base

Fisqed - Fondi storici di quaderni ed 

elaborati scolastici

(Fisqed - Historical archives of 

notebooks and scholastic materials)

http://www.indire.it/progetto/fisqed/
http://www.indire.it/progetto/fisqed/




b) international exhibitions of scholastic journals

c) painting competitions

Visit Collection of image of scholastic newspaper and courses design in Indire website  DIA

http://www.indire.it/dia/
http://www.indire.it/dia/


Photographic archive “Fototeca”: conserves more than 14.000 pictures about 

Italian school and educational activities, from 1880 to 1970. 

Photographic archive 

is visible in

Indire website and 

catalogated in Data Base 

Fotoedu. 

Archivi fotografici per la storia 

della scuola e dell’educazione

(Photographic archives of  history 

of school and education)

http://fotoeducatalogo.indire.it/fotoedu/
http://fotoeducatalogo.indire.it/fotoedu/


http://www.indire.it/progetto/fotoedu/
http://www.indire.it/progetto/fotoedu/


https://youtu.be/nxcQhm5fisc
https://youtu.be/nxcQhm5fisc


Thanks for your attention

Pamela Giorgi 

p.giorgi@indire.it


